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ONE L.A. is on the market for a cool $50,000,000. / ©Four Seasons Residences 
 

Los Angeles is a city of blissful contradictions. The second most populous city in the 
United States, it is a metropolis intrinsically entwined with the gorgeous offerings of 
Southern Californian nature, in which packed neighborhoods give way to flower-
studded hills and bustling streets feature the all-too iconic vistas of the city’s iconic 
golden beaches. No wonder a Los Angeles penthouse is such a coveted piece 
of international realty.  

The homeland of the ever-glittering Hollywood, city-dwellers are just as likely to go 
on a green juice-clad hike as they are to spend three hours in a darkened cinema. 
The world’s dreamers mingle with the globe’s cynics as seamlessly as the colors of 
the Los Angeles sunset. For those that know it, nothing quite compares. 

A business and technological epicenter in its own right – not to mention the thriving 
music and fashion scene – and, of course, La La Land itself, there’s never a bad time 
to buy property in the City of Angels. Enter One LA, the most expensive penthouse in 
Los Angeles. 



Perfect for hosting / ©Four Seasons Residences 
 
Sprawling across the top two floors of the Four Seasons Private Residences LA, One 
LA comes in at nearly 13,000 sq ft of indoor space and boasts 6,000 sq ft of space on 
the outdoor roof deck, from which the panoramic views of one of the world’s most 
iconic cities is almost unrivaled. 

And, being in Los Angeles, the wraparound roof deck features a private lap pool and 
two further pools. Outdoor dining facilities and lounging spaces, in which the design 
is trademark Los Angeles chic minimalism, offer owners the opportunity to host 
guests in one of the most glamorous private venues in the whole city. 



Floor-to-ceiling glass windows flood the interior with natural light / ©Four Seasons Residences 
 
These glorious vistas continue inside, with dramatic floor-to-ceiling glass ushering in 
the golden sunlight Southern California is so internationally revered for. Inside differs 
from the outside offerings in the fact that the two floors are totally customizable to 
suit the needs and desires of the owners, with the number of bedrooms and 
bathrooms to be tailored upon request. 

While somewhat unorthodox, this feature of One LA allows this Los Angeles 
penthouse the flexibility to be designed around the owner’s lifestyle. Whether it be a 
dreamlike space for a growing family or one of the most stylish bachelor pads on the 
West Coast, this Four Seasons private residence is a piece of property that 
understands the unique and ever-growing priorities of our 21st-century lives. 


